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Welcome to AP Language and Composition! This year, you will be exploring and developing new aspects 

of your reading and writing skills.  While we will read some fiction, the focus of this course is on non-

fiction texts.  To prepare yourself for this new endeavor, you are strongly suggested to complete the 

following assignment by the first day of class. Read/journal on 1 novel (choices below). 

Non-Fiction Book Assignment 

 Summer reading should be enjoyable—therefore, look at the list below, choose one of the 

following non-fiction novels to read you’d like to read, and complete a dialectical journal for that 

novel.  While there is no specific number of entries required, a reasonable expectation is to 

journal, minimally, once every 8 – 10 pages, though you will probably journal much more 

frequently than that.  Before you begin journaling, read the notes on The Dialectical Journal 

(attached to the document).  

 Choose your book thoughtfully—this school year will be about challenging yourself and 

opening up to new ideas—a great place to practice this is with your summer reading choice. 
Book length should NOT guide your choice. 

  Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi Coates  

  Educated by Tara Westover 

  Just Mercy  by Bryan Stevenson 

  Stiff by Mary Roach 

  When Breath Becomes Air by Paul Kalanithi 
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The Dialectical Journal (to be used with the non-fiction book) 
 

PLEASE UNDERSTAND AND REMEMBER THAT THIS IS A CRITICAL READING JOURNAL, NOT A 

PERSONAL RESPONSE JOURNAL. This journal is designed to help you develop critical thinking and 

reading skills so that you can both develop and articulate legitimate readings of a text. Using the reading 

journal, I hope, will make your reading and learning personal. And as you attend carefully to how you 

read and to what you personally make of your reading, I believe you will be pleasantly surprised to find 

that such things can improve your enthusiasm for reading and your participation in the classroom.  

You must use a separate Composition Notebook (no spiral notebooks or folders) for your journals.  

• Take all of your reading notes on ONLY the right hand pages. 

• Leave the opposing pages (left sides) blank for later writing and reflection. 

• Use full sentences instead of phrases 

The demands of the sentence will help you draw out your thoughts fully. You will find that quick 

reactions to a text—reactions that are recorded with vague, general short comments—are neither 

thoughtful nor useful. You need to consider your reaction, think about it, and articulate it clearly 

with both a claim and support. 

• Write in 1st person. Do not refer to yourself as “the reader.”  Instead, use “I” statements 

 

Won’t this method interrupt the “flow of my reading”?   

You might be frustrated in the beginning, but that is because you will be learning and doing something 

new, something that will improve your critical reading skills and your level of appreciation for a text. 

Ultimately, this method will actually heighten your enjoyment of literature. Try to remember that NO 

piece of literature is designed to be read straight through at uniform speed. The journal will seem less of 

an intrusion in your reading if—instead of reading simply for plot— you follow the natural rhythms of 

reading. The questions I will ask you in the Reading Journal assignments point to times when it is time to 

pause and reflect. Only machines work at uniform speed. Readers need to stop and pause, reflecting and 

thinking, at different points in a text.  The journal is a device to help you make more of those moments of 
reflection and to preserve them for later reconsideration.  

How will the Reading Journal function going forward in the day-to-day workings of class? 

You will draw on your journal entries regularly in class discussion during the first week of school, and 

in turn you will work out—in your journals—new issues that come up in class. More formally, I will ask 

one student, chosen at random, to begin the day's discussion by a selection from his or her journal on that 

day's reading. You should make it a practice to ALWAYS come to class with a few points marked in your 

journals. You will need to be prepared to start the discussion. And from time to time I will ask you to 
spend the first few minutes of class sharing your journal work in groups of four.  

 

You MUST COMPLETE ENTRIES FOR THE BOOK IN ITS ENTIRETY to qualify that work as done. 

“Almost” finishing your work is not, after all, finishing it. Remember that. (Ideas adapted from Toby Fulwiler, 

University of Vermont Writing Program Director; Ann Berthoff, Professor of English at the University of Massachusetts, Boston ; and Gary 

Lindberg, who was Professor of English at the University of New Hampshire until his death in 1986 and Cathy D’Agostino, AP English 

Teacher at New Trier High School)  
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The Dialectical Journal Entry Ideas 

These are some suggestions as a reader, writer, and thinker.  If there are any ideas not listed here 

that you find important, explain them in one of your journals. This list should help you 

understand where to begin—it is by no means, a complete list. You are encouraged to add your 

own entries that are not reflective of one of these points, as long as they do not summarize the 
text. We’ve read the books, don’t tell us what they say or that the author is great—we know. 

You can respond to the text in a variety of ways. The most important thing to remember is that your 

observations should be SPECIFIC and DETAILED. Vague, general statements about the text have little 
value to your development as a critical reader. Some suggestions for responses: 

Language/Style – Talk about Author Writing—not plot or summary! 

• Identify the point of view.  Does that point of view change throughout the novel?  Why is it 
important when it changes? What happens if it’s told from a different point of view? 

• Recognize the tone and note changes when the tone changes.  Why is it important? 
• Recognize unusual word choice or sentence patterns.  Are they effective?  Why? 
• Recognize when the author is writing like fiction—using literary (like imagery or symbols) 

elements.  Does it add or detract from book overall? 
 

Interpretations – Look at the quotations, phrases, paragraphs that have meaning to you 

• Identify problems and/or conflicts in the text.  Where will they lead?  How do you know? 
• Recognize imagery, symbols, and metaphors in the text.  What is their meaning AND significance 

to the novel? 
• Recognize themes in the novel—do they reoccur?  Why are they important? 
• Express opinions about the text—what did I care about the most? 
• Make good judgments about the text—has the author provoked anger, confusion, or greater 

understanding in me? 
• Raise questions about the text—was there something I misread before but now understand? 

▪ If you raise questions, you must attempt to answer them somewhere in your 
journals 

• Did you find the facts, data to be interesting, shocking, boring, etc.? 
 

 

Integrate/Synthesize/Connections – Look at anything outside your own world—NO PERSONAL 

CONNECTIONS! 

• Evaluate how the time period and its accompanying social issues affect the novel 
• How is the setting important?  What would the novel be like with a different setting? 
• Connect to other books you’ve read—similarities, differences in style, character, theme  
• Integrate background knowledge, current or historical events and/or content knowledge with the 

text 
• How do facts and statistics influence you as a reader?  What connections can you make ? 
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Narrator/Speaker – Stick to the traits of the narrator/speaker, not plot summary and don’t 

generalize-be specific! 

• Does the narrator/speaker change fundamentally? In what way? 
• Does the narrator/speaker provoke anger, sympathy or confusion in the reader?  Why? 
• In Non-Fiction, the narrator/speaker is not completely unbiased. Where is the bias in the 

narrator/speaker? How do they affect the overall progression of the book? 
• Is the narrator believable? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

Format Notes 

1. Use a separate Composition Notebook (no spiral notebooks or folders) for your journals. Put 

your name on the front of the journal notebook. Write in pen. Minor scratch outs are okay. 

2. Use full sentences instead of phrases. Write in 1st person.  

3. Take all of your reading notes on ONLY the right hand pages. Leave the opposing pages (left sides) 

blank  for later writing and reflection. Do not write continuously front to back. (THIS MAY BE 
REVERSED IF YOU ARE LEFT HANDED). 

4. Neatness in this journal is essential. AP Exam readers must be able to read your essays without 
difficulty, so begin practicing now. I will return journals ungraded that I’m not able to read. 

5. Note that these are not questions to be answered in some kind of order. These are guiding 

questions and thoughts to spur your own independent thoughts throughout the book. 

6. You should record a journal entry when you pause in your reading to reflect on something the 

writer said. Those moments are an opportune time to write an entry. 

7. You must respond to a passage from the text for each journal response. It can be a word, a phrase, 

a sentence, or a paragraph. It cannot be a full page, a series of pages, or an entire chapter. Look for 

text that seems significant, powerful, thought provoking or puzzling.   

 


